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1 
"'I-’he present invention .relates‘to prosthetic de» 

vices and more particularly to a conformable 
breast form containing‘a quantity of a .liquider 
a ̀ conformable gel. This ̀ application is a .con 
tinuation-‘in-part of :my ico-pending application 
Serial No. 28,563, filed May 22, 1943. 
The breast forms are especially designedforiuse 

as a breast form after a surgiCalopeIatiOn. In 
such cases the figure of the -personfoften presents 
an unpleasing appearance and the formgis’worn 
to maintain the normal figure ̀ orontline yof vthe 
bust. In other instances, theforms are'worn by 
Women with vsmall underdeveloped >:breasts fin 
order to improve th‘eirfìgures. , 

It is important that the form be :conformable 
to the shape of the breast _oriremainder l»of ,the 
breast of the wearergan'd of ̀ proper Weight soxthat 
it may be Worn for long periods 'of ~time Without 
discomfort. Further, the form should be so con 
structed that it constantly .and automaticallygcon 
forms to the remaining breast in shape-and ap 
pearance, as that breast risal‘fected ̀ by the posi 
tion assumed by the wearer. 

Heretofore, some forms have been-made of >wire 
reinforced padding, others `have 'been made 4of 
flexible fabric stuffed Withañlling such'as hair, 
feathers or cotton, still others‘have been'molded 
of sponge rubber, in addition, air ñlled sacs and 
distendible sacs inflated with water have been 
used. These devices all have a relatively `fixed 
shape, and 'a relatively constant volume, or are 
rather inconformable and ido not realistically re 
produce the change in shape and the movement 
of a normal breast. Some of the prior devices 
have been generally satisfactory for use when the 
wearer is in a standingposition and not in mo 
tion. However, when the wearer assumesa Vsit 
ting or prone position,ior takes lpart in exercise, 
the movement of `the prior art appliances »are 
often unnatural and uncomfortable ‘inasmuch ,as 
,these appliances ,do not .duplicate the changing 
shape of the remaining breast. The unnatural 
and uncomfortable position ofthe appliance „is 
especially noticeable in Women of middle age who 
`make up the greater percentage of those with 
surgicaly removed breasts. The apparent Waist 
portion of an average person shortens about _one 
to ytvvo inches when the _person isseategd. The ap 
parent shortening is more pronounced inpatients 
with faulty posture such as isfrequently assumed 
post-operatively. The full slanting Vdiaphragm 
and often large abdomen pushes the usual ap 
pliance still higher when‘the person is seated. 'l‘o 
counteract this movement, straps engaging with 
the corset or girdle are often used tofpull therap 
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mance-downwardly. _.'I‘he.(strain¢set „up by such 
'st-raps not only y.causes discomfort at ̀ the shoul 
dersrbnt actually¿serìousiydnterferesfwithfthecirs 
culation oishoulder .andarm and ‘because of the 
recent operation often produces »congestion 
Moreover, vin fmany tosses, ¿the >prior appliances 
have ¿been dinicultsor ̀ impossible to cleanfor'ren. 
ovate and ̀When-'sofcleaned often lose‘their-.príg 
inal >shapeeand presentfan Aunsightly appearance. 

~ The L'present invention :aims lIto lovercome :the 
foregoing diliiculties and disadvantages by .rpro> 
viding .1a-form whîch'is-more :natural :in appear. 
a-nce and »readily conforms 'to 'the Yshape ~of “the 
natural ßbust regardless'of »themovements of ‘the 
wearer, andV  that «requires ~no >special 'harness to 
wea-r. 

Another Yobject'o'f "‘the‘invention is to provide 
a 'form Awhich is sanitary, `.and Which may *be 
Washed _easily and ̀ repeatedly 4Without adversely 
affecting ’ its ̀ Wea-rability. " 
These objects are accomplished by providing a 

conformable cell, „atleast partially ñlled >with a 
liguid, or aconformable Agelfa'nd a-'gas The _cell 
isadapted lto ,be carriedéinf‘the unmodiñed cup 
of an ordinary brassière, ~or~in a brassière cup 
provided with a retainer, or in the ordinaryitype 
of >form-fitting .bathing suit, Áso that in‘use, àthe 
c_ell isconformed toithe-shape'an'd volume ofthe 
availablespace >`between ’the brassière, and 'the 
breast ror the ,remainder _of the breast, so as ,to 
produce the desired appearance. BY .reason >of 
the iillingmateriaLand,the amount used,..the cell 
is , notdistended lor ̀ ñxeldlin ~shane but vautomati 
cally assumes „the .shapeandcontour _of thenor 
mal breast regardless of the position or movement 
ofthe wearer. 
AIn -anothenconstruction ,the liquid filling. ma 

terial .includesa Afoaming agent, Aso that >under 
normal bodily movements, no y.appreciable sound 
caused byra movementof .thecontents ̀mais' bede 
tested. 
In f another kconstructicn tof .the form, .it en~ 

closed in Áan `outer Iprotecting envelope s_oas .to 
prevent ,asudden;escapeiof-,theliquid in the .event 
of ,a- puncture‘zorfruptureof:the ̀retaining«.celllzangl 
âthenìllingimaterialjincludesfan ,agent-that coagu 
lates upon evaporation, thus-this cell issubstam 
‘tialìy‘ as_elffsßalìng, 

’ln .anctherrconstruction -of “the inventìûrl» „a 
»cellular :structure is. provided »within the retain 
Iiîlg _C611 So :as wto impede fthe movement :of fthe 
liquid.-and-thnsitofcauserthe „form »to more _nearly 
simulate the normal movements of the natural 
zbtlìast.. 
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In still another construction of the invention 
the cell is partially filled with a conformable gel, 
and a gas under atmospheric pressure, or merely 
partially filled with a conformable gel. This con 
struction will not leak liquid if punctured, and 
in addition makes no audible sound when moved. 
My breast form is advantageous in that it 

readily conforms to the shape of the brassière 
with which it is used or worn, regardless of its 
style, whether uplifted, pointed, rounded or pen 
dulous, thus the wearer may use a brassière of 
the same style as worn before the breast removal . 
and be assured that the outer clothing will fit 
without alterations. 

appearance areY important improvements over 
prior appliances. 

conforms to the shape .of the cavity left by the 
breast removal, and accordingly the appliance 
may be worn soon after an operation while tise 
sues are still sensitive. Moreover, the breast 
form because of its smooth and'fiowing charac 
teristics protects the sensitive area and prevents 
»friction thereon from the movement of the arms 
or clothing. The form quickly assumes .the body 
temperature and ̀ is Ymore "comfortable- to the 
wearer" asv it'radiates heat and feels «.co'oler 1than 
many of the prior appliances. As ̀ its weight is 
approximately that 'of the nonmal breast, no 
straps or other means Yare needed to holdit in 
position and its weight has a compensating effect 
inhelping toovercome unequal shoulder carriage, 
ïwhich is a frequent result of a major mastectomy. 
in* The correctweight of the breast form reestab 
lishes body balance. After a major mastectomy, 
»aylack of such balance results invphysical in» 
stability which often causes mental instabilities 
and phobias in patients, such as fearv of falling 
when descending stairs, and fear of walliing on 
_wet streets. l ` »A Y. 

I, Other objects and advantages of the invention 
will be apparent from the following description 
_and from the accompanying 'drawings .which 
show, _by way of example; embodimentsfof the 
invention. . ` . ` 

,1 „In the drawings: .. . 

__Fi’g. 1 isa perspective View of a breastform 
>worn with a brassière and shown in_position on 
af female figure, the conformableY cell being po. . 
sitioned in a pocket in the brassière v.and out 
lined in dotted lines. . . _ ’ ` 

Fig. 2 is a partial plan viewof the cell. 
j. Fig. 3 is a cross sectional view of the cell and 
brassière taken substantially 'along the line 3-3 
`of Fig. 1. ` 

Fig. 4 is a view corresponding to Fig. 3 of a 
modified form of the ce‘l showing a cellular 
structure within the cell formed ofv a plurality of 
small cells in liquid. ` 

Fig. 5 is a View corresponding to Fig. 3 of a 
modified form of the cell showing a cellular 
`structure within the cell formed of a plurality of 
pieces of a sponge-like material in liquid. ` 

Fig; 6 isa View corresponding to Fig. 3 of a 
"modified 'form of the cell-showing a protective 
"envelope enclosing the cell, the cell being filled 
'with a preferred liquid. ' ' ‘ ' 

Referring to the drawings, in' Fig. 1 the ‘.con 
'formable cell Ill, indicated in dotted lines, is 
located in the brassière 'cup I2 of brassière I3 
_"adapted to support and conform said cell, the 
Iassembly being worn on the .female form as 
shown. 

The brassière I3 may be of any suitable form 

Further, the’fforrn has smooth » and flowing characteristics and thereforel readily, 

4 , . 

and is preferably of the same type or shape as 
worn by the wearer before the mastectomy. 
As shown in Fig. 3 the brassière cup I2 is pro 

vided with a cell retainer I5 which may be a 
piece of soft textile material sewn along the 
sides and bottom of the inside of the brassière 
cup. A flap I5 is provided to cover the opening 
at the top of the brassière cup. 

Y, As canY best be understood by a comparison of 
Figs. 2 and 4, the cell In has a front wall I'I and 
a> back wall I8, formed from a water impervious 

Aflexible sheet material, the peripheries of the 

My breast form’s mobilityïj " 
and softness to touch as well as_its.. improved 
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walls are joined together and sealed along the 
.line I9. Alternately, the cell may be molded'in 
one piece. The front wall I’I is convex-concave 
in n,shape so as to more easily Conform to the 

" brassière cup. The rear wall I8 is generally fiat 
though it may also be convex-concave if worn 
as a breast form over underdeveloped breasts, or 
may be concave-convex if meant to ñll a par 
ticularly large cavity resulting from a.y major 
operation. 
In Fig. 2, end 20 of the cell, shown as broken 

away, may be extended or modified as necessary 
to >fit'along the axillary side of the wearer to fill 
a surgical' cavity which may extend in that 
direction. - 

As shown in Fig. 2, an unsealed portion 2I of 
the cell Ill is provided as a means of placing the 
contents in the cell. After this operation, this 
portion 2| is sealed. ‘ « 

As shown in Fig. 3 the cell Ill is at least par 
tially filled with a conformable filler II, which 
may be a liquid or a conformable gel, and gas 22 
atatmospheric pressure. ' 

Another embodiment of my invention is as 
shownin Fig. 4. in which the cell, constructed 
as above described, is ‘at least .partially ñlled 
with a plurality of small cells 23 of preferably 
ellipsoidal shape. Each of the cells 23 is at least 
partially filled with conformable filler II which 
maybe a liquid or a conformable gel, and a gas 
22 at atmospheric pressure. ' 

l Surrounding the cells 23 is ñller II, which is a 
liquid; to provide lubrication and other desirable 
qualities as will later appear. The cell Il) is thus 
partially filled with the cells 23, and liquid filler 

‘ I I and gas 22 at atmospheric pressure. 

Another embodiment _ of my invention is as 
shown in Fig. 5, in which the cell constructed as 
above described, is partially filled with a plurality 
'of bits of flexible cellular material 2li, such as 
cut rubber sponge, and a quantity of liquid filler 
II and gas 22 at atmospheric pressure. 
Another embodiment of my invention is as 

shown in Fig. 6. The conformable cell I5 is en 
closed in a flexible envelope 25, composed of a 

' front wall 26, and a rear wall 21, made of a flex 
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ibleñuid impervious material, the front and rear 
*walls being joined at their respective peripheries 
and ¿sealed along the line 23. ¿Alternately the en 
velope may be molded in onel piece. The en 
velope 25 contains cell I0 plus a small quantity of 
gas 22v at atmospheric pressure. The envelope 25 
may also contain a quantity of a highly water 
'absorbent powdensuch as bentonite (not shown). 
vNote that in Fig. 6, the liquid filler I I and gas 22 
.contained in cell IB, is .shown in a foaming con 
dition 29. A conformable gel may also be used 
to »fill cell I6. ' ' ' ' 

' It is of course apparent that’the embodiment 
shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, may be combined with 
the outer envelope shown in Fig. 6, and as de 
scribed above. 
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"ïlî'lreiwalls c'f 4fthe cells, ̀ »both small .rand liar-ge. 
and the envelope described above, asin iFig. .6, 
$arefmadfe “of la :flexible 'sheet material ̀ that ' is fim 
fpelivious vto -the passageio'f water orfair. :My >pre 
íferred-material is >affiexible's‘heet of the‘material 
known »as “Vinylite” "This material is l’a highly 
`nplastieized copolymer :of vin-yl- chloride rand .vinyl 
'acetate resin, and has the advantages :of `being 
Vcheaper and vmore 1frame resistant than rubber, 
Eis :flexible at body temperature, and is resistant 
'to the a‘ction'of body perspiration. ‘.Iïhave found 
Ithat use ‘of Vinylite -sheet stock twelve .thou 
sandths of an inch (0.0l2”) thick results ̀ rin a 

>'cell that is 4strong and durable, Yand commercially 
satisfactory. 
'The walls of vthe cell are joined vtogether »by 

>`cementing, or if >the :material is “Vinylite,” by 
w`sealingthe edges together by the "so-called “elec 
itronic” 'sealing method ̀ which makesY use ofV high 
ïfrequency vcurrents to accomplish the heat ‘seal 
vIng. 
‘The contents of the cell `are Acomposed of ‘gas 

fa't'atmospheric pressure, and a filler‘which may 
be a liquid orf-a conformable gel. v'Where herein 
fafter in‘the claims> or the specification. the words 
“conformable ñller”'are used, it is intended to 
fmean'both a liquid 4and a conformable gel. These 
materials are incompressible, 'as 'distinguished 
‘from materials‘like sponge rubber, and substan 
"tially >inexpansible as distinguished from gases. 
My .preferred liquid‘ifs water, to which vI mayadd 
aa 'foaming :agent  and ra Vsealing agent. When 
"less'thancallof a lcell .is filled with a liquid, the 
liquid sloshes about and makesfaddible :sounds 
.when 'the .icell ̀ is :moved Thus ia .foaming agent, 
which ,reduces îthese sounds to .substantial in 
~a’iudi'bility, .overcomes .fthejgreat 'disadvantage of 
:a 'flexible cell ,partially ¿filled Withca liquid. The 
advantages of ‘incorporatingza sealing agent, in 
:case'df a puncture or ,corrosionzor rotting of the 
:cell walls, is obvious. "Other liquids which ̀ may 
Àbe used are; oils, emulsions of cil-and wateigsoap 
mixtures, ̀ thickened oils, suspensions land emul 
ssions inzoil'and'water,.siliconjliquids such asîDow- ` 
Corning DC 200 silicon ̀ fluid (a heat-stable, or« " 
¿gano-'silicon >oxide polymer), 'and liquid latex. 

I have found that `the material known as 
‘,“Vinylseal” adhesive Vif-125, which .is a water 
`solublefplastic resin, containing minimum solids 
'of about 5.0<%.by`weight, of :which 1.5% .by weight 

monomeric vinyl acetate, and having a vis 
`«cosity:exceeding300.0 centipoises, a _pH of 4.5-to 
5.0 and a weight ofz925llbs. per gallon .atçGGo F., 
aand Ywhich is sold as "an adhesive, also -has ̀ the , 
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‘property `of :foaming “when >mixed with water ' 
tand fagitated. ,Thismixture will Valso coagulate 
¿lon evaporation, and when :contained’in the cell, 
itheßellbeíng puncture‘d,ï_»the mixture will func~ 
‘îtion ¿to ‘seal .the puncture. .The'fself :sealing ef- l 
,feetzlisparticularly‘âgoed when ¿the cellzis a 
¿second envelope `(as shown .LingFig 6). When 
¿the .double 'cell Yis puncture@ fiery- _little .liquid 
eescapes completely, las most of it spreads in a 
thin film between the walls, and quickly forms a . 
¿sealing C1011 

.-Equal parts of theabove water-soluble resin 
:and water, mixed together, produces a liquid 
:'havingfthe desired'viscosity'and weight, it being 
important thatxthe vsfeight'` per unit volume ofthe 
;c,ell,` as Vworn `(this »volume _generally being less 
‘than the unconfined »volume of the cell) be ap~ 
proximately equal to the weight per unitvolume 
_ciïhuman tissue thatis to be replaced, or dupli 
«pated KThis..mixture ¿is maintained.` in` ia ifoamed 
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conditionïby thef normalimovemen‘ts 'o‘f'zthe .wear 
erfofithezform, and iwill scalrsatisfactorily. Vari 
ations of the above proportions of water :and 
“Vinylseal” adhesive Nif-'125, may be used .de 
pending lon the viscosity, foaming character 
istics, and 'sealing qualities desired. 
An ̀ amount of liquid or conformable vgel filler 

is used‘that will approximate the Weight of tis 
sue that has .been removed. An amount of gas 
at atmospheric pressure, preferably air, is also 
allowed 4in .the cell .before sealing, 'this amount 
of air is necessary so that the liquid mixtures 
may ’foam :and ̀ also to produce a cell that can 
change lin "vo-lume‘under pressure, and that ̀ will 
reproduce a'volume »under pressure correspondr 
ing to ’the volume of tissue lacking. 
Inorder toachieve a comfortable, conformable 

cell, the possible'total'volume of the cell is gen 
erally not entirely utilized. Ilîhis :is simply .ac 
complished by pressing a portion of the walls 
‘ofßthe ‘cell together :after the ‘conformable filler 
has been put .in "the cell, and during the ̀ :final 
sealing step. The amount of conformable filler 
generallyxshould noti-lll theavailable space, some 
space being 'left for air. The cell'is sealed with 
the entrapped liquid or conformable >gel and 
air 'generally filling only a ‘portion of the total 
possible volume o'f the cell. 
As an example, 'in‘zmy manufacture of cells 

for certain‘prosthetic'uses, not requiring special 
individual "fitting, ‘I have 'found that it is _neces 
sary fto provide ‘a V‘complete range :of sizes >for 
both ̀ left and fright breasts. kOf course, teach 
size breast is ’different rin weightarfd “shape r.from 
the other. The cells all have flat back walls, 
the Wall ‘material ibeing ‘conformable enough ’ to 
ñll in around uneven scar tissue Iformations 
'over ̂ the chest, ‘and "at the axillary region. 

However, AI ‘have found Vthat ‘in manufactur 
ing all these ready-¿made forms that the pro 
portions ̀ of ‘gas and Aconformable filler >are ~about 
the same. ‘I generally fill ‘each cell 60% full 
(of its possible total volume) with conformable 
ñller, and >leave 'approximately '10% to 15% of 
the îcell‘volume fasfdead* space. The remainder Vof 
the possible volume of the cell, i. e., between 
25% and 12.01% y is ̀ ñlled with air 'at about atmos 
pheric îpressure. 
Tn‘my manufacture of ycells for cosmetic pur 

-posesfthe 'cells‘are'different in shape‘and weight 
than ‘the aforementioned cells. 

'As ‘shown >in :my examples‘in Figs. 3 and ̀ 6, 
Aa conformable gel may ̀ be used to partially fill 
the 'cell 1l. vlThe conformable gel is used as 
above described for the use of liquid. A ̀ suit 
va’óle conformable ‘gel material is the product 
îknown as "Bouncing Putty” grade 9991-41 
manufactured by ‘the General Electric Com 
fpany. :'Said “Bouncing Putty” may be modified 
with oil, .greasy'substances Aor substances lcon 
AV‘taining methyl 'sgroups ~to increase the .rate of 
‘f1-ow. A single Vcell structure, partially filled 
‘.With’this material, is quiet in use and will not 
`leak. 'Another suitable 'gel is a starch and water 
i paste, ' mixed 'with >a "suitable preservative. 

'A's shown in my example in Fig. 4, the small 
cells 23 may be partially filled with conformable 
fgelin place ‘of liquid. while >the cell Il is par 
`tially> Tilledwith liquid. 
ABy reason o'f the plurality of `cells shown‘in 

‘.‘Fig '4, or the cellular material shown in Fig `5, 
»contained in the .retaining cell, a somewhat 
:more gradual :change .in "the shape of the‘re 
’taining '_‘cell `occurs fas Vthe <wearer assumes dif 
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ferent positions; These cells thus very closely 
approximate the shape changes of the normal 
breast. Y ‘ , . 

Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A breast form comprising a conformable 

retaining cell, a conformable, incompressible, in 
expansible iiller and a gas at approximately 
atmospheric pressure in said cell, the combined 
volumes of said filled and gas at least partially 
filling the cell. « 

' 2. A breast form comprising a conformable 
retaining cell, a conformable incompressible ñll 
er and a gas at approximately atmospheric 
pressure in said cell, the combined volumes of 
said filler and gas at least partially filling the 
cell, and the Weight per unit volume of said gas 
and filler approximately equalling the weight 
per unit volume of human tissue. 

3. A breast form comprising a conformable 
retaining cell, a liquid and a gas at approxi 
mately atmospheric pressure in said cell, the 
combined volumes at least partially filling said 
cell. 

_ 4. The breast form of claim 1, wherein said 
ñller is a liquid adapted to coagulate upon 
evaporation. 

5. The breast form of claim 4 enclosed in a 
' flexible envelope impervious to fluids whereby 
the cell will seal itself when punctured. K 

6. A breast form comprising a conformable 
retaining cell, a foaming liquid adapted to co 
agulate upon evaporation and a gas at approxi 
mately atmospheric pressure in said cell, the 
combined volumes at least partially filling said 
cell. '  , i 

'7.' The breast form of claim 1, wherein said 
ñller is a conformable gel. ' ' 

8. A breast form comprising a'conformable 
retaining cell, a plurality of pieces of sponge 
like material, and "a liquid, and a gas at ap 
proximately atmospheric pressure in said cell, 
the combined volumes at least partially filling 
said cell. 

9. The breast form of claim 8 wherein the 
liquid is a foaming liquid adapted to coagulate 
upon evaporation. and said cell is enclosed in a 
flexible envelope impervious to fluids. 

` l0. A breast form comprising a conformable ` 

retaining cell, a plurality of smaller cells in said 
cell, a conformable' ñller and a gas at approxi 
mately atmospheric pressure at least partially 
,filling the smaller cells, said smaller cellsand 
'a liquid ‘and a gas at approximately atmospheric 

remaining 
volume in the retaining cell. ~ " 

> 11. The breast form of Claim'lO wherein-*the 
conformable filler and the liquid is a foaming 
lliquid adapted to coagulate upon evaporation. 
' ' 12. The breast >form of claim 2'encl‘osed> in _a 
flexible envelope impervious tofluids. ' n 

13. A breast form comprising a'lconformable 
retaining cell, a mixture of water, a'watersol 
vent resin adapted to`foain upon agitation and 
to coa’gulate upon evaporation, and a'gas at ap 
proximately atmospheric pressure in 'Said cell, 
the combined volumes at >least partially filling 
said cell. Y > ~ 

14. A breast form having front and rear Wall 
formed from a flexible sheet of resin'compris 
_ing the -plasticized copolymers o'f- vinyl chloride 
and’vinyl acetate, a mixture of Water, a Water 
ksolvent resin adapted to foam upon agitation 
and to ccagulate upon evaporation, and a gas 
at approximately atmospheric pressure `in said 
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cell, the combined volumes at least partially ñll 
ing said cell. 

15.l The breast form of claim 14 enclosed in an 
envelope having front and rear Walls formed from 
a flexible sheet of resin comprising the plasticized 
copolymers of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate. Y 

16. A breast’ form comprising a conformable 
retaining cell, said Cell having front and rear 
walls formed of flexible sheet “Vinylite,” a mix 
tur‘eof Water, “Vinylseal” Adhesive W-125, and 
a gas at approximately atmospheric pressure in 
said cell, the combined volumes at least partial 
ly ñlling said cell.  

1'_7. The breast form of claim 16 in which the 
proportions of water and “Vinylseal” adhesive 
W-125, are approximately equal to each other. 

18. A breast form comprising a conformable 
retaining cell, a conformable ñller and a gas at 
approximately atmospheric pressure in said cell, 
the combined volumes of said ñller and gas at 
least partially ñlling the cell, said cell being en 
closed in a flexible envelope impervious to fluids, 
and a highly liquid-absorbent material contained 
within said envelope and Without said cell. 

19. In combination with a brassière, a ñexible 
retaining cell, and a foaming ñuid at least par 
tially ñlling the cell, the brassière conforming the 
flexible cell to the desired shape. 

20. In combination with a brassière, a flexible 
retaining cell, fluid at least partially ñlling the 
cell, and an envelope impervious to the fluid, the 
envelope enclosing the cell, the brassière con 
forming the envelope and the fluid filled cell to 
the desired shape. ' ' 

21. In combination with a brassière having a 
pocket therein, a flexible retaining cell, and a 
foaming fluid at least partially filling the cell, the 
pocket supporting the ñuid filled cell and 'the 
brassière conforming it to the desired shape. 

22. In combination with a brassière, a flexible 
retaining cell, a cellular structure within the fluid 
retaining cell, and fluid at least partially ñlling 
the cell and ñlling and surrounding the cellular 
structure, the retaining cell conformed to the 
desired shape by the brassière. 

23. In combination with a brassière, a flexible 
retaining cell, a cellular structure Within the fluid 
retainingV cell, iiuid at least partially filling the 
cell and filling and surrounding the cellular struc 
ture, and an envelope impervious to the fluid ` 
enclosed in the fluid retaining cell, the retain 
ing cell and the envelope conformed to the de 
sired shape by the brassière. ' 

24.î In combination with a brassière, a flexible 
retaining cell, a plurality of smaller cells, fluid 
at least partially filling the smaller cells, the 
smaller cells enclosed within the retaining cell, 
and "fluid at least partially filling the remaining 
space in the retaining cell, theretaining .cell 
>conformed to the desired shape by the brassière. 

25,'1In combination with a brassière, a flexible 
retaining cell, a plurality of smaller cells, fluid 
at least partially filling the smaller cells, vthe 
smaller cells enclosed Within the retaining cell, 
iiuidat least partially filling the remaining space 
in the retaining cell, and an envelope impervious 
Í'tothe fluid enclosed in the fluid retaining cell, 
"the’retaining cell and the envelope conformed 
the desired shape by the brassière. to 

26§§An artificial breast form comprising a flexi 
ble retaining cell and a foaming fluid at least par 
tially filling the cell. ` ` 

27. An artificial breast form comprising a nex 
ible retaining cell, iluid at least partially filling 
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the cell, and an envelope impervious to liquid and 
complet,ly enclosing the ñuid cell. 

28. An artiñcial breast form comprising a flex 
ible retaining cell, a cellular structure Within 
the cell, and substantially incompressible ñuid 
at least partially filling the retaining cell and 
filling and surrounding the cellular structure. 

29. An artificial breast form comprising a ñex 
ible retaining cell, a cellular structure within the 
cell, fluid at least partially filling the retaining 
cell and filling and surrounding the cellular 
structure, and an envelope impervious to the fluid 
enclosed in the fluid retaining cell. 

30. An artificial breast form comprising a flex 
ible retaining cell, a plurality of smaller cells, a 
substantially incompressible fluid at least par-V 
tially filling the smaller cells, the smaller cells 
enclos„d Within the retaining cell, and ñuid at 
least partially filling the remaining space in the 
retaining cell. , 

3l. An artificial breast form comprising a flex 
ible retaining cell, a plurality of smaller cells, 
fluid at least partially ñlling the smaller cells, 
the smaller cells enclosed within the retaining 
cell, fluid at least partially filling the remaining 
space in the retaining cell, and an envelope im 
perious to the fluid enclosed in the fluid retain 
ing cell. 

32. A breast form comprising a liquid imper 
vious cell of flexible material, a conformable 
liquid ñller and a gas at approximately atmos 
pheric pressure within said cell, said ûller being 
substantially noiseless when agitated by normal 
body motions, the said ñller occupying a major 
portion of the volume of said cell and the com- , 
bined volume of said ñller and gas being less than 
the total possible volume of said cell, and a flex 
ible envelope of material impervious to said filler 
fitting loosely around said cell whereby upon ac 
cidental rupture of said cell, the leaked portions 
of said ñller are retained within said envelope. 

33. A breast form comprising a liquid imper 
vious cell of flexible material, a conformable 
liquid filler and a gas at approximately atmos 
pheric pressure within said cell, said ñller being 
substantially noiseless when agitated by normal 
body motions, the volume of said filler being ap 
proximately 80% of the total possible volume of 
said cell and the Volume of said gas being ap 
proximately 30% of said total possible volume, 
and a iiexible envelope of material impervious 
to said filler fitting loosely around said cell Where 
by upon accidental rupture of said cell, the leaked 
portions of said filler are retained within said en 
velope. 
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34. A breast form comprising a liquid imper 

vious cell of flexible material, a conformable 
liquid filler and a gas at approximately atmos 
pheric pressure Within said cell, said filler being 
substantially noiseless when agitated by normal 
body motions, the combined volumes of said filler 
and gas bling less than the total possible volume 
of said cell, the combined weight per unit of their 
total volume of said gas and ñller approximately 
equalling the weight per unit volume of human 
tissue, and a flexible envelope of material im 
pervious to said filler ñtting loosely around said 
cell whereby upon accidental rupture of said 
cell, the leaked portions of said filler are re 
tained within said envelope. 

35. A breast form comprising a liquid imper 
vious cell of flexible material, a conformable 
liquid filler and a gas at approximately atmos 
pheric pressure with said cell, said filler be 
ing substantially noiseless when agitated by nor 
mal body motions, the volume of said filler being 
approximately 60% of the total possible volume 
of said cell and said gas being approximately 30% 
of said total possible volume, the combined weight 
per unit of their total volume of said gas and 
ñller approximately equalling the Weight per 
unit volume of human tissue, and a flexible en 
velope of material impervious to said filler ñtting 
loosely around said cell whereby upon accidental 
rupture of said cell, the leaked portions of said 
filler are retained within said envelope. 

36. An artificial breast form comprising a ilex 
ible retaining cell and a conformable gel at least 
partially ñlling said cell, said gel comprising 
Bouncing Putty. 

ELLA H. BERNHARDT. 
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